KVS ZIET CHANDIGARH
Workshop on ‘Adolescence Education Program’ for AEP Master trainers sponsored by NCERT Delhi
(04 to 06 Oct’ 2017)
PARTICIPANTS : Master trainers (07 KVS RO’s)
As per the directions of KVS(HQ) New Delhi, and the sponsorship of
Region wise participants
NCERT Delhi, a workshop on AEP (Adolescence Education Program) for
CHANDIGARH : 07
‘Master Trainers’ was organized at ZIET Chandigarh from 4th to 6th Oct
DELHI
: 04
2017, under the able leadership of DC & Director Mrs Piya Thakur, who
DEHRADUN
: 07
herself has been the guiding force behind the AEP initiative in the KVS durGURGAON
: 07
ing its startup.
JAMMU
: 05
A total of 42 participants, from 07 different KVS regions attended the
LUCKNOW
: 06
workshop. This workshop was guided by Dr. Harish Meena (Assistant ProAGRA
: 05
fessor)NCERT, whose experiences and deliberations on critical issues of
adolescence education in schools boosted the participants. The resource perCourse Director:
sons Mr. S.P. Singh Training Associate Biology and Mrs. Renuka Chawla
Mrs. Piya
Training Associate Economics, both from ZIET Chandigarh, maneuvered
Thakur
the workshop by taking sessions, organizing activities & initiating discusDC & Director
ZIET Chandisions. Mr. Vikas Agarwal (AEP cell) KVS(HQ) Delhi, was the observer
garh
during the workshop.
Coordinator:
The scheduled 03 days plan of activities, was strictly as per NCERT
Dr. Harish
guidelines, the time slots and the activities to be conducted were as per the
Meena
material provided by NCERT, clearly mentioning the module no., activity
Assist. Prof.
no. & case study no. to be taken and the targeted learning from the activity.
NCERT
As all the participants were already trained in AEP, so it proved to be
Resource Persons:
more
of a refresher course focusing on the practicality of the implementaMr. S. P. SINGH
tion & the ground realities in the Vidyalaya. The 03rd day was focused monTraining Associate
ZIET Chandigarh
itoring and reporting system. The use of ‘aeparc’ corner by acquainting the
students to the use of website so as to make this an open forum for discusMrs. Renuka
sion.
Chawla
The workshop was guided towards its conclusion with expressions from
Training Assoparticipants, followed by Dr Harish Meena and finally concluding message
ciate Economfrom the Director about the role and responsibility that we are bestowed
ics
with by training more teachers back in school and making the system run
more efficiently.
OBJECTIVES:
The main objectives of the workshop was:

1. To bring the master trainers (AEP) at a common platform to
refresh the basic aim & objective of the AEP program.
2. To refresh the content matter (Module / Activity /Case study /
Annexures) so that the trained teachers are better equipped.
3. To share individual experiences during the transaction in a
class & deliberate on more appropriate transactional method
during sessions back in Vidyalaya.
4. To ensure that implementation of the AEP at Vidyalaya level
stick to the basic guidelines as highlighted by NCERT & furthered by KVS.
5. To train more teachers & peer educators as a team.

Expectations from the
teachers

Highlights of the workshop:

6. To share relevant cases they handled & solved effectively.
7. To motivate the students to more use of ‘aeparc’ link & to
have open discussions on all the topics.
8. To be able to arrange a role play/ debate/ discussion like activities during the school assembly.
9. To be able to effectively use AEP-MIS (system)
10. To prepare the activity plan for 23 hrs for schools in their
clusters.
1. It is expected that the after the training the teachers will reorganize activities at Vidyalaya level as per the plan of 23 hrs.
2. To disseminate this information within the cluster & organize
trainings.
3. To see that activities are more meaningfully organized so as to
convey the targeted message clearly to the students.
4. To make AEP-MIS efficient and authentic representation of
activities.

